Sustainability Brief
Sustainability is the universal or umbrella term that covers many related acronyms. Most
common: ESG(a) (broadly used in the U.S.), SRI(b) (broadly used in Europe), and CSR(c).

Why is it important for companies to pay attention to Sustainability?






(a)

Growing focus in mainstream investor assets under management (AUM)
Competitive positioning, differentiator, perception, counter misconception
Pro-active focus on elements useful to analysts and investors
Financial correlation, ROI, EV, SV
Increasing exchange/regulatory/legal disclosure, supply chain mandates(1)
Risk avoidance, both from corporate and investor vantage (2)

ESG = Environmental and Energy + Social Responsibility + Governance

We suggest company emphasis on ”E”, because information better correlates to investment analytics and
complements traditional operations improvement measurement standards. “S” is subjective, likelier to attract
unconstructive activists, and prone to “green washing”. “G” should be well established with legal oversight.

Growing body of evidence as to the importance of Sustainability
 $20trn AUM available global capacity of ESG-focused investors seeking to invest in
sustainability-focused companies and sustainability performance improvement.(3)
 72% of S&P Index companies publish corporate sustainability reports as of 2013, up
from 52% in 2012 and 20% in 2011, as do over half of Fortune 500 companies.(4)
 ESG leading companies also outperform peers and lead in superior stock price.(5) (6)
 Mainstream sustainability investors now often seek risk-adjusted performance
returns inclusive of “sin” stocks or “dirty” sectors, ignored by exclusion strategies.(6)
 ROI Cases: Baxter estimates a return of $3 for every $1 spent on “E” environmental
initiatives. Johnson & Johnson shows 19% internal rate of return on CO 2 projects.(7)
The term Sustainability avoids the misunderstandings of common acronyms.
(b)

SRI (Socially Responsible Investors or Sustainable and Responsible Investing or Sustainable, Responsible
(c)
and Impact Investing); CSR (Corporate Social Responsibility or Corporate Sustainability Report or
Corporate Self-regulation Reporting.)

Next Level Investor Relations LLC is a uniquely positioned consultancy with dual senior Investor
Relations and Sustainability concentrations. We help clients bring their investor relations, stakeholder
relations, corporate communications and supporting efforts to the next level. We focus on both traditional
IR issues and leading edge opportunities within the rapidly-emerging mainstream ESG / Sustainability
investment community. No matter where your company is on the spectrum of developed relations or
communications programs, NLIR will serve as a sounding board, or partner and consultant in order to
identify efficient solutions using internal resources or NLIR to facilitate execution of appropriate initiatives.
For further information about NLIR, please visit: www.nextlevelinvestorrelations.com. Call us to discuss
your needs. Please direct inquiries to Pam Styles - 703-864-5711 or info@nextlevelinvestorrelations.com.
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